HOW TO REACH US BY TRAIN
For the transfer to and from Bologna’s Central Station we can book for you a taxi or a private car.
Otherwise, just outside the station you will find both the bus stops (in 15 minutes you will reach our Hotel)
and the taxi stops (in 10 minutes you will reach our Hotel).
If you have enough time and you travel without heavy luggage, you can also reach us through a pleasant
walk of 1.5 km along Via Indipendenza, one of the nicest shopping avenues of the city.
The station of Bologna is one of the main hubs of the national rail network, this makes it easily accessible
from all the major Italian and European cities. Thanks to the central location of Bologna, it will be easy to
arrange excursions or pleasant daily tours. Whether you want to reach the sea, the mountains, or the
fascinating cities of art, through the high-speed rail links of Italo and Trenitalia, travelling from Bologna will
be very easy.
Bologna is very close to…
Ravenna: Ravenna is a city of art and culture, the city of mosaics, an ancient city that 1500 years ago has
been three times a capital city: of the Western Roman Empire, of King Theodoric of the Goti, of the
Byzantine Empire in Europe.
Venice: Venice is a city with a magical and romantic atmosphere, it is a historical and architectural
treasure. You can admire magnificent masterpieces of arts and of handicraft, in a city which is unique in its
genre.
Ferrara: Since 1995, the historic centre of Ferrara has been included in the UNESCO list of World Cultural
Heritage as a wonderful example of Renaissance urban city that preserves its historical centre still intact.
Florence: Brunelleschi’s dome in Santa Maria in Fiore, the Uffizi museum, the old bridge … these and
other marvels wait for you in Florence…
Milan: Milano has much to offer to its visitors, it is the ideal city for those who love shopping and enjoy the
nightlife, it also has an agenda very full of cultural events.
Parma: Parma is one of Italy’s most beautiful cities of art, tourism and gastronomic destination; known for
its monuments, castles, art, cuisine and opera.
Modena: Modena is one of the pearls of Emilia Romagna whose Cathedral, Civic Tower and Piazza
Grande have been included, since 1997, in the list of Italian heritage sites by UNESCO.
Rome: Rome doesn’t need introductions, pompous reverences or poetic descriptions. It is a majestic city,
where you can still feel an atmosphere of “great beauty”, a city where getting lost in is like to re-discover
and still love their own origins and “Italianity”. If you want to enjoy a relaxing weekend to discover the
eternal city, you can easily reach it by train in just two hours.

